was an attack about 준비

That's why learning to assemble
the whole man. One man
Easier to write about that...

An Army than requiring to
form a platoon in fact

YET OUR TROUBLES ARISE FROM

INDIVIDUAL FAILURE

INCREASINGLY WE DO THINGS BY
DEPUTY

WE MAGNIFY THE CAPACITY OF GENERAL
LAWS TO SOLVE SOCIAL PROBLEMS

SOCIAL SECURITY MAY DEGRADE
UNLESS IT THINKS IN TERMS OF INDIVIDUAL
THE SPIRIT OF MAN DECIDES
WE HAND OVER THINKING TO OTHERS

WE HAND OVER POLITICS TO OTHERS

WE REGARD THE HEREAFTER AS SPECIAL PROVINCE OF CLERGY

WE NEVER MIND FROM SPIRIT BY A PAGAN SYSTEM OF EDUCATION

YET NOT GREAT PEOPLE UNLESS INDIVIDUAL MIND, SPIRIT, RESPONSIBILITY

MECHANICS OF LIFE OBSESS US

20th CENTURY MUST BE RECALLED TO INDIVIDUAL — BLAKE — THOMSON —
each same idea —

Things I think are not remote
Christian meanings of things
If in non-worldly terms

Christ a mere historic figure
of history, I see in
terms of Palestine 12-33 AD

Concerning this is my task,
and whether well told unless
I do my best.